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Contending that there has been too much
nationalism and too little international cooper-
ation in the economic regulation of world airline
service, Dr. O'Connor, Assistant Chief of Sup-
plementary Services Division of the Civil Aero-
nautics Board, evaluates the network of some
2,500 bilateral agreements constituting the pre-
sent inadequate system. He reviews attempts
made from 1944 to 1969 to achieve a multi-
lateral system, analyzes national aviation in-
terests, and reviews the competitive situation
of world airline service.
He analyzes several systems of regulation that
have been proposed, citing the 1946 Draft
Agreement as the best choice. Being realistic,
he acknowledges that it would involve so far-
reaching a delegation of regulatory powers to
an international body that it is unlikely that
many governments would agree to it. He then
proposes a -second-best" system and a re-
orientation of governmental philosophy toward
viewing the network of airlines less in terms of
national interest and more as a public trust for





Prepared by Arthur D. Little, Inc.: Robert C.
Fraser, Alan D. Donheiser, Thoma.; G. Miller, Jr.
In this report to the Joint Department of Trans-
portation/NASA Civil Aviation Policy Study, the
Arthur D. Little firm examines the constraints on
U.S. civil aviation research ohd development,
then presents and evaluates options for counter-
ing these constraints. The author!; contend that
recognized needs for new civil aviation technol-
ogy have not been translated into a clear
market to which private enterprise can respond,
largely because of civil oviation':i limited polit-
ical constituency and the economic conditions
facing the industry.
They criticize the present regulatory system for
fragmentation of the decision-making process at
all levels of government and for the lack of
coordination among DOT, FAA, and NASA.
They examine R&D, defining the problems in-
volved and citing ways in which the government
.and industry ore not meeting the research
challenge. They also assess legislative and
regulatory factors, airport siting and develop-
ment, commercial helicopter operations, air
cargo, and STOL systems.
Among their recomniendotions: more cohesive
decision-making processes at all levels of gov-
ernment, introduction of incentives for innova-
tion, the funding of market demonstrati'on
programs and aeronautical research, advance
multiple-site acquisition for future'airports, and,
to broaden political support, multiple use of
such sites. 226 pp., tables, figures, appendix
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